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PREFACE

The tests covered in this report were conducted under the
authority of subproJect 8-76-04-214, "Atomic Fire Fighting Tech-
niques and Iquiepmnt," 7 November 1952. A copy of the subproject
card appears as Appendix A to this report.

Preparation for the teets a 4-e conduct of the aatwil, testa
were performed as a troop endeavor by Companies C and B, respective-
ly, of the 34th Engineer Battalion (C), Fort Lewis, Washington.
Support was given by the Signal Corps Meteorological Team, Fort
Hauchuca, Arlzona; the Signal Corps Pictorial Service, Presidio,
San Francisco, California; and the 33rd Transportation Helicopter
Company, Fort Ord, California. Arrangewmnts for the Military sup-
port were made through the Continental Aray Command with the Sixth
Army. The U. S. Forest Service California Forest aid Range Experi-
ment Station and the Ohmta-Trinity National Forest Office assisted
in local arrangements and technical problems. Key personnel of each
organization are listed in Appendix B to this report.

The tests covered by this report were conducted from 4 to 12
October 1957.
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SBMARY

The tests covered by this report were conducted to 3valuate
various items of equipment for use by untrataed troops in fire-
fighting operations. The tests wcre conducted by Engineer troops
in UTc Trinity River bazn of northern Californ!a_

Items tested were: quick-coupling tubing for emergency water-
supply lines; in-line pump, which may be submersed to draft water
to expn nv lines: hose lines laid by an H-21 helicopter; and pro-
tective clothing.

The report concludes that:

(4 The concept of assigning untrained troops to fire fighting
is valid provided operational requirements are relatively simple.

*b. A quicK-coupling tubing system of the type used in the
tests meets the requirements for a rapidly constructed emergency
water-supply line.

c ) Ground-air coordination for helicopter placing of hose and
pump equipment as an emergency fire-fighting task force operation is
feasible, provided certain refinements of equipment are accomplished.
The submersible pump is suitable for use as a draft or booster pump
in emergency water-supply lines.

d The concept of wrcovection water-fog generation for con-
trolling large unconfined fires requires further development.

(e The expendable aluminized-paper fLire-fighter's ensemble
can be used without prior instruction by field troops for protection
against thermal radiation of large fires. Further development is
required to improve durability of the garment.



MASS-FM0 CONTROL TS

1. INTRODUCTION

1. .ubdect. This report covers tests conducted to evalute
w-r o-ua ite ofec,±! t and operational - tsoA for troop use ti
effectively combating large fires. Equipment tested msa nemrgen-
cy pipeline and exp endable aluminized fire fighter's ensembles;
operational methods evaluated were placing a submersible pump and
laying an expenable 8-inch hose using an H-21 helicopter; and cou-
paring convected water-fog to straight water streams from deluge
guns.

2. Baq Mund. The significance of fire as a veapon in od-
ern warfare was clearly dmanstrated in World War II. Ren before
the advent of nuclear weapos, the destruction effected by mansed
high-explosive and incendiary-bonb air raids on military and Indu-
trial concentrations was developed to an extent which was previously
all but inconceivable. lighty percent of the total damage in the
great air raids an German cities in World War II was caused directly
by fire. Fire storms, resulting from the coalescence of nuerouz
fires over large sweas, occurred in Hamurg, Kassel, Darutadto and
Dresden. The effectiveness of fire is reflected in a fire storm of
24 JAly through 3 August 1943, in Hamburg, which coMletely burned
out 12.5 square miles (32.5 square kilometers). The rush of air in-
to the fire areas was reported to have attained velocities of 30 mph
to over an estimated 125 mph (50 to 200 kmph),tosslng fire fighters
around and preventing them from coming with.n range of th fire with
hose streams. This same incendiazy technique was eqIaal3 as effec-
tive as a destruotive weapon in Japan during the air attcls of 9
and 10 March 1945 on Tokyo, There, the co ination of -ense popula-
tion, heavily built-up combustible areas, ignition during a high
wird, plus the elownt of surprise resulted in complete destruction
of approximately 16 square miles (41.5 siuere kilometers) of the
city and the death of 8600 persons. This v". perhaps the greatest
loss of life by fire in the history of mea. The nuclear borab which
exploded over Hiroshima killed. almost as aWiy and there, egair fire
accounted for most of the damage.

The advent and development of guldeu. ballistic mis-
siles mkes the interception of fire-inciting ve.ns most difficult
and has increased the probability of the planned delivery of such
wvrn at alvncl b=,- pointa by an enemyw in thr event of military
operations. Large-scale destruction of military bases, supply depots,
and points of embarktion is possible. Bince these targets are of
vital importance to military operations, means must be available to
local military orgmizations to minimize the resultant fire damage.
Since the Corps of lngineers has the responsibility of asking

\
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available the equipment and developing tecbniques for the Army which
will afford maximum practical protection against fire, a study wes

nilues and Squipment."

The w_-nitude of mae fire vu.A investigated, and the need
for special fire-fi&ting equlpent wwa outline4.d Subsequently,
contracts were let to &evelop special equipment -- a subersible
pump, expendable lightweight 8-inch hose, and convection water-fog
generator. The plans were to utilize the indraft of large-sale
fire; to carry the water particles into the base of the fire from
the water-fog geverator -- a teclique which haA been successfully

or building) but n- on outside fires.2,0 3 mpletely self-contamini
groups of trained f ae-fighters was envisidued, with these groups
being ou nted by lag e numbers of auxiliary fire-fighter troops
who had received only rulUoentary training in disaster operations.
Coosequentlyj the equ pant and the techniques for wse of the eqiip-
ment would have to be of the simplest and most direct form for opti-
mum application. Coptibility of troops with equipment sad operat-
ing techniques was, therefore, a highly important factor requiring
special study. Early troop evaluation of the equipment under condi-
tions of similar use was deemed most desirable. In oooperation with
the Continental Army Comnd, a test plan was set up as an Engineer
troop-test operation.

Planning began in January 1956 with an investigation of
possible Awls for the test fires. It was anticipated that the spe-
cial equipment being procured under contract woul be available by
October 1957. To develop and prove the suitability of this equip-
ment and the techniques for its use, large-scale fire tests were
necessary. In order to asswe valid interpretation of the results,
tb conditions should duplicate as nearly Ps possible the fire load-
ing of a representative section of a military installation or an ur-
ban aiea and should exhibit a degree of homogeneity that could be
easily reproduced. No built-up areas were found which could be
fired to simlate a section of a mrsa fire. Other fuels, although
not presenting the sae configuration to a fire as a structure,
could be used with knowledge of their limitations. The U. 8.

1. M StuAy Progreiv Report, Disaster Tire Fighting Techniques
w34 Zip~tj dated 1 July 1955

1953.

3. U. S. Coast Guard, Reports of a Stu of the Control and
Extinieishment of Fuel Oil Fires in the Machinerg Spaces of
Vessels, I June 145.

\S



Forest Service suggested using unmerchsatable timber in the western
National Forest lands as fuel, and a survey was made with the co-
operation o'f the U. S. Forest Service. First consideration was
given to using logging slash; however, the disadvantage to this
materla& was that the density could not readily be determined nor
could the fires produced from slash be duplicated with any degree
of accuracy because of the random manner in which it was piled.

A more suitable fuel was found on the Stuart Fork of the
Trinity River where there was a large quantity of standing unmer-
chantable timber which had to be cleared in an area to be inundated
for a reservoir of the Trinity RFver Dam. The timber was uniformly
small, making it appropriate for construction of multiple, identical
log cribs to obtain any desired fire loading. A crib design was
suggested by the U. S. Forest Service based on their fire test of
various log crib configurations. Troops were made available by
CONARC to out the timber and construct the cribs in support of the
test mission. The test site (part of the Cedar Stock Farm) was
leased from the owners by the Corps of Engineers Sacramento District
Engineer for a 5-mcnth period beginning 1 July 1957. The lease cov-
ered logging the timber and use of the tract as a test site.

In planning the tests conmencing in January of 1956, cog-
nizance was given to the development of an apparatus to generate
fine water fog which could be carried into fire by convection cur-
rents resulting from the fire .5 Tests were conducted with a static
fog generating device which indicated that quenching Class A fire
cribs with airborne water drops was feasible. A contract was let
to construct a field unit for fine water-fog generation, the unit
to have the characteristics of mobility and satisfactory particle
size for air current convection. The approach of the contractor n
conztruicting a- field device was, howccr, not conducive to comple-
tion of the contract work prior to the date of tests. A substitute
item was required for use in troop tests, and a "breadboard" model,
closely resembling the static device used in exploratory tests, was
constructed in our shops. A nonclogging-type nozzle6 which produced
a fog approaching the fineness desired via selected for use in the
field. Spacing of this type nozzle was made on a distribution grid

4. Logging slash is he unmerchantatle material remaining after
logging operations have been completed and consists of under-
brush, tree tops -nd branches, axnd culledlo.

5. Iaynan, _2. cit.

6. In this nozzle the fineness of the fog was not determined by
the diameter of an orifice, but was produced by shearing thin
sheets from a stream flowing through the nozzle body of com-
paratively large cross section.



sbwh that coaleacence of Individual particles would be %Voided in
mut pm_.. _iach resulted in a lower density fog than appears ulti-
mtely desirable in this application. In viev of the fact that a
tzo p-rototypc itet =. not available for teistinx at Trinity Riverp
it va realized that r tsults obtainmble with the btea board fog gen-
erator wo d be only of qualitative value in ultimate design of an
actual item and not of coinclusive nature In determining the merit of
a fully engineered ilvice.

Another Item, the tvo-vheel trailer, originally Included
in the scheduled tect progran was not completed by the fabricator
prior to t- +,st a-nte Thl' it trailer carred the lightweight, 60-kw,

-. 0-cycle, gasline -engine -driven generator unit# and incorporated

Carry-pace for the s bwrsible pimp.. Since this iten was not avail-
able for the test proram, it was necessary to substitute the skid
munted, continuous service, 60-kw generator which is an item of
issue. For this reason, evaluation of pump and power supplyl as a
unit could not be made.

All tha equipment t9 be tested and equipment for support
of the test were shipped from the eastern seaboard to the test site.
One submersible pwp ant three deluge uns were mislaid in shipment
and did not arrive until after the tests were coleted, necesiltat-
in& deletion of the conmereial fog nozzle test and operating of the
fire-fighting equipmsnt at a lower pressure for the other tests. In
addition to these deterente, unprecedented prolonged rains occurred
for several weeks prior to the test and continued throughout the
test week. The wood cribs and kindling fuel were wetted despite tae
waterproof barrier xterials with vbich the cribs had been covered
earlier.

II. MI GATION

3. Descxiption of Test Itca. The test ar was located in
the Weaverville 1anger District of the S.ata-Trinity National For-
est, 72 roed-aileu northet of Reddisg, California (Fig. 1). The
test area was meedowland about 3/5 Mile wide by 3 miles long at an
average elevation of 2150 feet, with hills on either side rising to
3350 feet. A description of ,he i'teis tsrtMA ftl -le.

A. Submersible Pump. The prototype pwnp is a portable
unit - . a. a _ centrifugal pvxp element absembled
on a rotor shaft of an oil-filled submersible motor. The unit may
be carried manually to the puinir4 site where the suction strainer,
dLsc e piping and power cable are installed before the xmit is
lowered into a lake or river. The unit can also be used as a booster
pump In a pipeline with other uZit2: conneted in erie. The operat-

r.=e ft, "ve
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C~apacity, R~ated. 1500 gpai (5675 iPe)
Total Dynamic Head 120 ft (2.5 kg per sq cm)

PUMP Speed 3525 rt
Weight 503 Ib (228 kg)
Ilectrical Requiremnts 60 kw, 440 v, 3 phase,

60 cycles

Power for the pump in provided by a specialo lightweight, trailer-
mounted, electric generator. The trailer also carries the pump,
auction hose, and electric cable. A hoilt is provided to lower the
pump into the water.

b. Suck-0outling Tubing The tubing is a comaercial
8-inch irrigation-type piping made by the W. R. Ames Company. The
physical characteristics of the tubing are as follows:

Diameter 8 in. (20.3 cx)
Length 2o ft (6.1 m)
Weight 84 lb (38.1 Xg)
Working Pressure 154 psi (10.8 kg per sq cm)

The couplers are the galvanized steel ball-and-bell type. Sealing
is accomplished by a compression gasket. The pipe is coupled by in-
serting the ball end of oue piece into the bell end of the preceding
piece until the ball is caught by a coil spring within the bell.

a. dlie 8-InchA Hose. The 8-inch hose is an experi-
mental lightw igh hose designed to be laid from trucks or helicop-
tere for evmergncy water-supply lines. The hose is packed serpentine-
fashion in 500-foot lengths in an open box, and the boxes mey be
stacked and the hoses joined into a continuous length. Physical
characteristics are as follows:

Diameter, inside (hose) 8 in. (20.3 cm)
Construction (hose) 1/16 in. (1.59 m) calendered

aatural rubber tube, 2 plys
of nylon cord fabric, 3/64
in. (1.19 s) calendered
natural rubber cover

Weight (hose) (exclusive 2.3 lb per ft (3.42 kg per cm)
of couplings)

Weight (couplings) 87 lb (30.4 kg)
(per Y"KI)

Working pressure 50 Psi (3.5 kg per cr?)
Flaking box

Weight 278 Ib (126 kg)
Construction Fiberglas and steel

Weight (sling) 60 ib (27.2 kg)

I
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Fig. 2. One section of the breadboard-model water-fog
generator.



d, FoG Generator. The fog generator used in the test
was the breadboar model fabricated in the USAEML Shops, It con-
sisted of two sections, ea.h 4 feet org (fig. o) Tbe ba-e f
each section was made of two 20-foot lengths of 6-inch steel pipe
coupled in line using standard POL grooved pipe couplings. Four-
teen vertical 2'-inch standpipes were welded into each section.
Six standpipes were 15 feet high, and night were 17 feet high.
Five Bete Model B12FC (full cone) non-clogging fog nozzles, inclined
50o upward, were attached at 3-foot intervals on each of the shorter

standpipes, amnd six nozzles were installed at the same angle and
spacing on each of the longer standpipes. Vertical stability was
provided by horizontal supports welded to the 6-inch pipe base and

brcdtoa zal*L.aae h. Izaatl W) we stand1-
pipes approximately 6 feet above the base. The adjacent ends of the
two groups were connected to the feed line through two adapters to
six gi-inch hose lines. The output of the complete unit is shown in
Fig. 3.

a-o
0

20

0 ;;0 1000 10
CAPACITY (IF"'

Fig. 3. Capacity of breadboard-model fog generator.

...'* ' o .'r T
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e. %!!Eeraster fxperimentaj. Fire -Fighting Protective
Clothid Mmalelds, Four different ensembles were rece ived from the
Qartermter Corps for testing in fire fighting. Following is a
brief description of each.

(1) Expendable, Aluminized-Paper, Firea-Figh.er'
Ensemble. This ensemie was desined to provide optimum pro-
tection against thermal radiation for troops engaged in emer-
gency fire fighting. The ensemble is fabricated of aluminized,
laminated, kraft paper tich had been creped for pliability and
treated for flaw resistance. It consists of the following
components.

(a) Parka with attached hood. The parka is de-
signed bAsically on the lines of an Arctic parka, with
long sleeves and adjustable sleeve closures. The attached
hood is provided with an overlapping chin closure and draw-
strings. The Wrka is sized to wear over a duty uniform
and designed to permit a breathing apparatus (Chemox) to
be morn underneath. The hood is sized to fit over a steel
helmet.

(b) Leg sleeves. The leg sleeves, with adjust-
able closures, are &ssigned to protect the lower extremi-
ties. hey extend up to the crotch and are held in plue
by adjustable straps which are hooked to the belt of the
duty uniform.

(e) Pace meek. The fmace mask is desied to
underlap the hood and is cons-Lvtwted so that it is held
i*y trom the face. nhe eyer openlnge are a pattern of
punched holes.

(d) Kittens. The mittens are the gamtlet type
with fabric palm slit to permit the wearer's fingers to
be extended for dexterity without removwin the mitten.
The back of the aittens is ixsul&ted with three layers of
corrugated embossed paper placed between two lqkls of
base material to elainate the need for a liner.

fr~ W.4....,...7A3.itvw4, 4 A Y!_y.. .*j ht,.i~a fKiimble.

This eansemble consists of alwuinized neoprene-coated standard
fireman's coat and bunking trousers.

(3) Integated Protective Ensemble. This enseble
consists of an experimental all-purpose, protective, Integrated
coat and trousers. It is fabricated of impregnated cotton
-loth.

m_- - - -- - .-]- r - - . -- - - .
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(4) Thermal Radiation $ut. This suit is of Swedish
make and consists of a cost hood, trousers, boots, and mittens
of aluminized fimbrglaa fabric and is intended for use as a
fire entry suit.

f. Del eu u. The deluge guns are standard Civil De-
fense models (thee -i inlets and one -Lnoh outlet with ij-,

1-3/8, and L--inch stacked tips).

g. Pupr thie pupr l.oaned by the Weaverville Vire
Department, is ra at 100 gym at 150 psi and =anforms to the ape -
cifications of the Califbrix Dissster OIffce.

4. tM0 t .rimm=nntation, and Persel. The
troop opersaion we in w Se o a1t, PePWn the test
areaj and the seccd, conducting the technical tests. Equipownt in
aO/ition to that authorized by the TO fbr the troop unit and the
phase in which It wa used is shown in Table I.

Table I. support. 3quiont and Phase in which Used

Item of 3 meu4 Int Pae I

Wrewwr 1 1
Water Purification Nodyment st 1 1
Portable Chain Saw, (2D 20 0
Tractor, D-7, with Angledozer 2 1
Semitrailer, 20-ton, low-bed 2 1
HKlio pterp, -21 0 2
Generator, Engine, 60#. 0
Misoellaneous Rose and Pipeline Accessories

Quartermster paper thermi indicators vh 4 ch color from white
to black at five tmperatures between 169 snd 493 F (76 and 256 0)
were used. to measure the radiant heat and trawa tted heat on the QH
clothing tested. Meteorological equipment which was used in the
test is described in the U. S. Electronic Proving Ground Report,

~ ~ S ~for in-'ret Me--------

Appendix C. Key personel vWo assisted with the tests are li4ted
in Appendix B.

5. Test Prertion. In Jue 197, Coqay 0, 34th Zigineer
Battalion (€" Of Fort Lewis, Washington, consist14g of 3 officers
and 120 enlisted men, arrived at the site to start preparations for
the test. The fir and Aine timber was cut and trimmed into 13,000
logo, and the cribs were constructed (see Fig. 4). The cribs were

*1l
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arranged in 4 groups of 52 cribs each, laid out in 4 rows with the
cribs spaced at 2J-foot intervals. (After completion of the first
fire test, three of the groups were rearranged as discussed in para-
graph 6d.) In mid-September, the cribs were covered by the U. S.
Forest Service with waterproof barrier material to protect them from
dampening by the first fall rain.

6. Test Procedure. The second phase of the operation was
conducted between 4 'an 12 October 1957 by Company B, 34th Engineer
Battalion (C), Fort Lewis, Washington, and consisted of conducting
the tests described in the following paragraphs.

a. 8-inch Tubig with Bali-and-Bell
Couplers. The purpose of this test was to evaluate the suitability
for troop use of the eergency pipeline and to determine the maxiimm
coupling rate, the optiomi size of a pipe-coupling crew, and the ef-
fect of previous coupling experience. The pipe was carried to the
test site on a pole trailer with alternate pipe sections reversed be-
cause of the larger coupler (bell) on one end. The pipe was then un-
loaded by the troops from the moving trailer and placed, uncoupled,
end to end along the shoulder of a level road. A preliminary study
indicated that only two men were required to couple the pipe; one
man to guide the ball coupler into the bell coupler of the preceding
pipe section, and the second man at the other end to push the pipe
into position. This basic crew, and variations of it, were timad as
they coupled 1000 feet (49 Joints) of pipe. The pipeline was tested
to the full rating of the pumps j1500 gpm (5675 ipm) at 80-foot head
(2.5 kg/c 17.

b. Helicopter Pump-Plac n& and Hose-Lay1nd Tests. These
tests were conducted to determine the feasibility of usiug an 11-21
helicopter for (1) placing a submersible puwp in an otherwise inac-
cessible water source, and (2) laying an expendable 8-inch hose over
terrain impassable to vehicles. A simulated inaccessible water
point had been chosen with sufficient clear area for helicopter oper-
ation. A nearby grove of trees was the "impassable terrain."

Two helicopters were used. The first helicopter de-
posited a box of hose on "he bank near the water point, where it and
the electric cable were assembled to the pump. The pump was then
picked up and carried about 30 feet out over the deepest water and
released from a height about 2 feet above the water. The helicopter
then picked up the hose box with the remaining hose end flew over a
row of trees (the "impassable terrain") flaking out the hose as it
proceeded. The second helicopter hovered on the opposite side of
the trees while ground personnel unflaked and dragged approximately
a hundred feet of hose over to the end of the first length of hose
and ,roupled the two. The second helicopter ascended vertically to
Lea: t.he trec before beginning forward flight.

Best Available Copy
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co Fire Test No. 1. The first fire test was conducted
to evaluate the 6Ahracteristics concerning application of a very fine
water fog to a large-scale, unconfined fire. The breadboard-model
convection water-fog generator was set up 20 feet from and parallel
to the west side of one of the crib groups. The 8-inch pipeline ex-
tended from the water point in the Stuart Fork to the fog generator
(Fig- 5).

The weather was overcast with intermittent light rain,
and since the long-range forecast predicted no break in the weather,
it was decided to go ahead with the test. The wind was variable and
low in velocity and the rain continued throughout the test. Four
hundred gallons of diesel oil and gasoline in a 1:1.2 mixture were
poured along the back side (the side away from the fog generator)
and the ends of the crib group to assist ignition. The crib group
was fired at 1527 PST. The cribs burned slowly due to the moisture
in the kindling fuels and the logs. Water moisture content in the
logs sampled was over 100 percent. The cribs were bulldozed into a
more compact mass to aid combustion.

After 40 minutes of burning., the fog generator was
employed. Water output was approximately 860 gpm at 95 to 100 Psi
pressure measured at the third pump. Pressure differential across
the pump was 45 psi. After the fire was controlled, the fog was
stopped and the fire allowed to burn out.

d. Fire Test No. 2. The object of this test was the
same as Fire Tes~t No. "I. Concurrent with this test and Fire Tests
3 and 4, Quartermaster clothing tests were also run. The fog gener-
ator was relocated in front of a new crib gro;&p in the same manner
as for the first fire test. The 8-inch pipe was reassembled as
shown in Fig. 6. As a result of the first fire test, the remaining
crib groups were modified to present a more consolidated fuel. The
outer rows of cribs were staggered atop the two inside rows. The
top cribs were more dense and were not piled in any definite pattern
(Fig. 7). The crib groups were 15 logs high) or about 8 to 10 feet.
Twenty-six worn out tires were cut in half and arranged beneath the
cribs in each group to act as a receptacle for the gasoline-oil
mixture. A 610-gallon diesel oil and gasoline (1:1.1) mixture was
distj~ibuted completely around the crib group, and ignited In mid-
morning. The cribs birned unevenly and slowly. Thu voltage reg i-
lator failed on the standard engine gep- ator supplying power to
thee first (draft) submersible pump., preventing water from being
pumped to the fog generator for the test. The fire burned its~elf out.

A break in the previous foul-weather period occurred.
;,..bo--ut 0 0) hours or the; day of this test with the overcast beginnliug

be : -u itwas decidcd to m take adv Fmtage of this frtclear d,,ay

Best Available Con,'
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Fig. 7. Consolidated crib group.

e. Fire Test No. 3. The objective of this test was to
note the effectiveness on a f-ire of straight streams from deluge
guns, in order to compare with the fog generator using the same
quantities of water on the other fires.

Two Civil Defense model deluge guns with 1 -inch
tips were set up 30 feet apart and 125 feet from the west side of
the third crib group. The 8-inch pipeline was reassembled as shown
in Fig. 8. Twenty-six halved tires were arranged among the kindling
fuel and a 600-gallon diesel oil and gasoline (1:1.4) mixture was
poured around the cribs to aid ignition.

The cribs were ignited in the early afternoon of the
same day. The fire was uneven but of fair intensity. Water was
applied from the deluge guns.

f. Fire Test No. 4. The objective of this test was to
evaluate the characteristics concerning the application of very
fine water fog to a large-scale unconfined fire, as in Fire Tests
Nos. 1 and 2. The water-fog generator used in the previous tests
was relocated 20 feet from and parallel to the east side of the
fourth crib group. The east side was chosen for this test since
the U. S. Forest Service desired an unobstructed view of the fire
for thermal radiation measurements which had to be from the west to
Rvoid .;alight interference. Kn immediate weather forecast indt-
c z.izd th -h sorh vind mdeih shift to tc the sout-heast or

;uubhwcst; p'~iznt, so the generator "as set up near the southeast
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-ig. 10. Test Fire No. 4 at maximum intensity.

corner of the crib group. The 8-inch pipeline was reassembled as
shown in Fig, 9. Halved tires and a 700-gallon diesel oil and gaso-
line (1:1.5) mixture were added as before to the crib group, and the
cribs were fired at 1640 hours PST. Fig. 10 shows the fire at maxi-
mum intensity.

Meteorological equipment was set up to measure the
effect of the fire upon ambient conditions and especially to measure
the magnitude of the indrafts to the fire. The instruments were
oriented along a line perpendicular to the long axis of the crib
group from the midpoint. Ambient free-air temperature and relative
humidity, surface wind speed and direction, and upper wind speed and
direction data were taken. This data is detailed in Appendix C.

g. Protective Clothing Tests. The clothing ensembles
tested in Fire Tests 2, 3, and 17 were as described in paragraph 3e,
plus utility clothing such as cotton shirt and t:rousers (OD-107),
helmet liner, cotton undergarments, etc. An array of Qt paper
thermal indicatorS were attached to the inside and outside of the
ensembles prior to the start of the te3ts. The troops moved slowly

toward the firc until their max.mun endurance to heat was reached
uid then wlthdrew. The minimum distanc,- from the fire and the max-
.mi- teme)ratiure attained were recorded, while comments were elicited
frBsm theib trooCos Y
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7. Test Results. Results of the tests conducted are de-
scribed in te folwing paragraphs.

a. uck-Coug l 8-inch Tuabing Test Results. Three-
hundred feet of pipe (5 sections) were un3 ded and pl d end to
end by a crew of 6 men in 2 minutes and 35 seconds. Two men pushed
the pipe off the end of the pole trailer while four men pulled and
placed the pipe. The results of the coupling test are shown in
Table II.

Table II. Pipe Coupling Rates of Various Sized Crews

Coupling Rates
-ninutes-seconds per 1,000 feet)

Crew Siz,' Inexperienced Experienced
Crew Crew

One 2.man crew 5:25 Not performed
Two 2-man leap-frogging crews 3:25 3:33*
One 3-man leap-frogging crew 3:55 Not performed
One 4-man leap-frogging crew 3:15 3:15

* Men were tired from previous trial

Of the crews tested, a four-man crew was the fastest,
coupling 1000 feet of prelaid 8-inch pipe in 3 minutes. The crew
had no prior experience in coupling this pipe, but the members were
used to working with each other. No increase in speed was achieved
with an experienced crew.

With pressure at full rating of the pumps, the first
(draft) pump uncoupled from the 10-foot length of 8-inch hard hose
and the el, tees, and plug uncoupled from the pipe. This was exped-
iently corrected by tying recoupled pieces together.

b. Helicopter Pump-Placing and Hose-Laying Test Results.
When the first helicopter ascended to clear the trees, an excessive
amount of hose flaked out. As the hose descended, it hung in the
trees but the heavy coupling on the free end fell to the ground. An
excessive amount of hose flaked out from the second helicopter also
when in vertical ascent, and the end was reached before the helicop-
ter was above the trees. The 800 feet of hose filled slowly because
of the mwty folds deposited on the ground when the helicopter ascended
vertically and the reotrictions where the hose was caught in the
crotches of the trees. As the water was pumped into the hose, the
weight and pressure of the wu'ter broke off branches as large as 32
1nch( 'fn diameter, causing the hose to fall until caught in larger

.. ..he 1Lo' was restricted to an estimated 3L to 50 percent
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of the rated capacity of 15 gck. There was no apparent dazage to
the home.

a. Fire Test No I Results. In this first fire test,
the frie was ooatrol - m te- foot front faang the tog gen-
erstor within five ilnutes, although a significant portion of the
water fog fell out betr.e reaching the fire while small swunts were
convected upward or through the fire About one-third of the Bete
nozzles were clogged with grams, twigs, and sand. The large size of
most of the paticulate matter was due to the rain-swollen condition
of the Stuart Fork.

A. IP..- I%.+ V% _ 10 11 +We &a M iaal,1+ ^f Vnha vn1mn

regulator failuFe a the subsequent iuability to pumP water to the
fog generator for the test, no results ere obtained.

e. Fire Test No. a Results. The fire was controlled
vi+thit 2 m OYU the t;re fo ! ' opetjon Of the delue
go*. Apprmimxtel 1200 W wre disaurged by the two Sims'

*f., 1$ .zs m. Aa.uls m-m h aeis
tion ftr the fb W WTn mlwwl f h u
cooling of the air on the haded XMntain lope; *bove th. tet sit.
incitlmg a gravity-type wind (frm west to east) in the test area
which overeame the lowa south wind. faoline vapors accuulated in
the lee of the crib and spread the fire to the gss. A misinterpre-
tation of signal delayed the water delivery which resulted in expo-
sue of -the hoselines (which supplied water to the fog generator) to
the grass fire resulting in destruction of three of the six hoses
end the subsequent loss of pressure aid water.

At this time, the wind speed increased nearly three-
fold (mnax, l8 mph) on the leeward side of the cribs, without any
corresponding ahm on the windward side. The high wind offset the
Possibaility of formin5a typical convection-type cell with Corres-
ponding indrafta from tbe leeva.A sida. As a result, =ne of the
water-fog reached the fire. By l7 0 hours (one hour after the fire
was strted) the flams were no longer the dominant feature of the
fire which qgickly redued to embers. The bed of live ooals con-
tiumed to give off isinficant amouts of beat bey=nd 1800 hourf.
AISO, a pronoWMel =We To he direction 0 the W34 to the nrTh
occurred on the leeward side. By 1750 hours the grovity-tpe wind
had slowed down sufficiently to permit the Induction of a convective-
type 7.l over th" bed qf ,n lx and thereafter the wind recorded on
the east ride of the fire began to flow into the fire and oppose the
nastural circulatio on the west side. This was arked ry a shift of
the west wind to the mouth, creating a co-nter-clockwise rotation of
the air currents above %be bed of coal&.
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g. The results of the protective clothing tests are

summarized in Table III.

III. DISCUSSION

8. General Discussion. During a period of several weeks
prior to the tests, the weather for northern California was charac-
terized by a series of low-pressure areas moving in from the west
with attending abundant rainfall. Weather for the month of October
usually consists of a large percentage of sunshine with about 5 days
of rainfall avereging about a hundredth of an inch. The departure
from normal conditions experienced prior to the test has a probable
occurrence of about once in 80 years. The frequent occurrence of
rain and the nearly continuous cloud cover resulted in maxim"" satu-
ration of the exposed logs and ground., with virtually no opportunity
for drying periods.

Troops responded well in using emergency fire-fighting
equipment in operational situations, even though they had received
minimum instructions. No difficulties were experienced with either
the hose, pipe, or expendable fire-fighting ensemble. Although
operation of the standard 60-kw generators proved somewhat trouble-
some, no difficulties should be encountered with the simplified con-
trols of the special generator which will be pnrt of the submersible
pump set. The concept of assigning troops to fire fighting as a
secondary mission (i.e., one other than that for which they have
been trained) is valid provided that the equipment operation is no
more complex than that of automotive equipment.

The grouped log cribs provided an economical and easily
constructed fuel unit. Any number of similar crib groups can be
built with the assurance that the parameters of combustion will re-
main substantially constant from one fire to arother which will per-
mit direct comparisons. The cribs used in these fire tests were
especially vulnerable to the weather because of their openness. The
precautions taken to protect them from expectedt rainfall were inade-
quate against the adverse weather that did occur. As a result, the
crib groups burned poorly despite efforts to aid combustion by con-
solidating the cribs in each group and adding tires, gasoline, and
diesel oil. Insufficient indradets were created by these fires;
however, it appeared that the crib fires were not of sufficient mag-
nitude, even if burned with the fuel dry, to generate indrafts cap-
able of convecting requisite quantities of water fog for rapid con-
trol of the fire and to permnt exploitation of this technique.

V. -Analysis of Test Results. Following is an analysis of the
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a. L4c oc ipg,,8-Inch Tubing. The pipeline tests
shoved that irrigation-type -Inch tubing with Ames couplers can be
assembled into a pipeline by inexperienced field troops at a rate of
approximately 3j mph per 1000 feet, although th r"-t ,old -roabl
drop to 2 mph for a sustained distance. Some difficulty was en-
countered in maintaining a coupled line under 80 psi pressure where
it was not restrained by rigid pipe lengths. Terminal fittings, els,
and pipe-to-hose adapters with Ames couplers required tying to the
rigid pipe to prevent uncoupling. The pipe unloading rate was lower
than the estimated sustained coupling rate indicating a need for a
study of unloadin techliques and possible equipment required to pro-
dune an unloading rate compatible with the coupling rate.

The prototype submersible pumps worked very well in
the pipeline both at diat and as booster pumps. The unavailability
of the special, lightweight, engine-generator sets for the pumpb re-
quired expedient wiring to the standard 60-kw engine generator sets
for power. Mechanical and electrical troubles were experienced with
the rebuilt generators. Failure of the voltage regulator occurring
at the beginning of Fire Test No. 3 prevented water from being
pumped with the subsequent loss of the opportunity to conduct the
test. Unsatisfactory Xquipment Reports were submitted on this
equipment.

b. Helio r lu-Placn and Hose-Ls2 Test-. The
vee of the helicopters was seriously cu led by the averse weath-
er. The tests, though limited, shoved the basic feasibility of em-
ploying helicopters to lay emergency water-supply lines (using sub-
mersible pumps and 8-inch hose) over areas inaccessible to-vehicles.
Certain problems were also brought out.

When the laying helicopter was ascending, a critical
altitude was soon reached where the weight of hose in suspension be-
tweet the flaking box and ground was equal to the force required to
flake out the hose. When the hose is contained in the box without
restraint, this critical altitude is quite low; surplus amounts of
hose flake out, reducing the effective water transport range of the
hose length and restricting the flow of water through the hose be-
cause of twists and kinks. The critical altitude for this particu-
lar hose waz between 50 and 100 feet. A serious operating restric-
tion is imposed when there are ground obstructions which the heli-
copter must clear to complete a hose-laying oporation. In analyzing
the test results, it appears that these difficulties can be elimi-
nated by employing a method of operational restraint at the flaking
box to control the rate of hoae flaked from it, regaxdless of the
altitude or movement of the hell.ropter.

Severe kinking occurred in a few places where the
nost! was deeply draped through tree crotches. Where this occurs,
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it may be necessary for ground teams to cut the branches and clear
the more severe kinks. Aditional tests over various types of wood-
ed terrain are necessary to determine the extent of sttuy required
on this problem. Advantages gained in speed of laying and high
cap sOity. will be partially offset until these restrictions are
cleared. Nevertheless, in an emergency such as immediately after a
nuclear weapon attack, this method could be used to expeditiously
provide water over debris-choked or otherwise impassable areas, us-
ing a minima of personnel to lay the hose. Operating personnel
would be protected from residual radiation by the height of the
helicopter above the contaminated area except when the helicopter
descended to allow the personnel to couple the hose to the preceding
length.

The experimental 8-inch hose was considered too heavy
for helicopter bose-laying operations (1000 feet maximum can be
carried per helicopter), but the tests were undertaken for the value
to be derived from a troop-use test before conducting further inves-
tigation into lighter weight hose. The techniques of transporting
and emplacing the submersible pump and the lightweight generator
will require further test to explore all possibilities of use in
connection with the 8-inch hoseline.

c. Fire Te! '.s. The breadboard-model convection water-
fog generator cou3A va; een more effectively used if it had been
easily portable. The number of nozzles on the model was limited to
a practical quantity resulting in a coarser water-fog than was de-
sired. The optimim particle size for minimum fallout rate was cal-
culated to be 75 microns, whereas the particle size developed by the
model of Bete nozzle used was in the 300 to 500 micron range. The
weak fire in Fire Test No. 1 did not engender adequate indrafts re-
quired to eraw the water-fog in. Most of the water-fog dropped out
within 20 feet of the generator, and the estimated 300 gpm which
probably reached the fire was not sufficiently dense. In a situa-
tion where the indrafts are weak, a forced-air current to help carry
the water-fog into the fire would be desirable. A fire ten or more
times as large would be required to generate an indraft significant-
ly great to produce the desired results and to minimize the effects
of abient wind conditions.

As may be noted in the test results, many of the indi-
vidual nozzles of the breadboard fog generator were plugged with de-
bris, mostly of vegetable ooigin during the course of the tests.
Although the nozzles were of the non-clogging type where size of
foreign rmtter was limited, clogging with items such as sticks and
;-bbjeS Proved tu be progressive in a given nozzle, i.e., one piece

!! xtraneouz matter would not in itself render a nozzle inoperative,
- p~ J ,-iatlon of such matter would nullify the nozzle function,
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Test experience with clogging nozzles indicates the
necessity of considering the fire-fighting equipment susceptible to
extraneous matter in the water supply and the possibility that addi-
tional stralners of finer mesh will be required in the water supply
system. A screen is currently Integrated into the submersible pump
unit.

d. Poetv lti The expendable aluminized fire
fighter'o ensex 61#'7prdtobe usale by field troops with no fur-
ther instructions thon to don the suits. The suits sigificantly
increased the mm's ability to approach a fire. The suits had a
low wet strength and tore easily mhen exposed to the intermittent
rain. The front edge of the helnet liner abraded through the paper
at contact points. Further tests should be conducted in work situ-
ations to determine the wearer's ability to perform the necessary
duties of the task while wearing the ensemble, and a reinforced
paper with high et strength should be msed in construction of the
suit. The relative merit of providing a shield for the feet or wet-
ting the footgear should also be investigated since one of the most
frequent causes for retiring from the fire was lack of protection
for the feet.

None of the other clothing outfits were tested to the
limit of their protection because the subjects retired from the fire
vicinity due to excessive heat on the unprotected portions of their

ies, nmly, han and feet, and the tests were discontinued be-
cause of the lac of Otz protection. The fibergla Swedish fire
entry sit was not tested cause of a tendency for the raw edges of
fabric to produce a dertitis.

e. Meteorological R:Ort Support furnished by theS' g]Corps Xe Torogicai DeMLMM&,U. s. Ars Ilct ic Prov-
ing Ground, was excellent, providing sufficient data to present a
view of the state of the atmosphere around the fire (Appendix C).
The complete mitrostructure of the atmosphere, however, is not shown
in the data presented in the Signal Corps report since a very dense
three-dimensional network of sensing elements would have been neces-
s-=v to obtain such detail. Some of the sensing elements would prob-
ably have been destroyed or damaged by flames and heat, and fabrica-
tion of expendable items would have required a lead time of about 6

*months.

The Signal Corps postulates that the air currents,
described in paragraph 7f of this report, which preventeed the forra-
tion of a convection cell over Fire No 4 were probably due to the
increased volume of air resultLig from the expansion caused by the
fire. Once the gravity-type viid had subsided, a convective-type
celi was established over the b-.1 of cos.lz. The influence of the
-onvection colun overcame the gravity-type vind and deflected it
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counter-clockwise (to the south) around the bed of coals. Together
with a similar movement of the indraft from the opposite side, a
counter-clockwise rotation was imparted to th, thermal column.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

10. Conclusions. From observations made during the tests, it
is concluded tat:

a. The concept of assigning troops to fire fighting as
a secondary mission (i.e., one other than that for which they have
been trained) is valid provided that the operation requirements are
no more complex than those required to operate automotive equipment.

b. A quick-coupling tubing system of the type used in
the tests meets the requirements for a rapidly constructed emergency
water-supply line. Its intrinsic simplicity permits the use of un-
trained troops in emergency fire-fighting operations. A more posi-
tive coupling than the Ames Co. model is needed for the terminal and
nonrigid elements of an emergency water-supply line. The submersible
pump is suitable for use as a draft or booster pump in emergency
water-supply lines. It may require provisions for screening out ex-
traneous matter where solid matter water source contamination exists.

c. Ground-air coordination for helicopter placing of
hose and pump equipment as an emergency fire-fighting task force
operation is feasible. Effectiveness of such an operation is ulti-
mately dependent upon improvement of the technical performance of
equipment and additional capabilities as follows:

(1) Providing operational control of the hose flak-
ing out.

(2) Providing suitable equipment for air-to-ground-
to-air movement of components and personnel where ground obsta-
cles prevent helicopter landings.

d. The concept of convection water-fog generation for
control f :. large unconfined fires requires further study and. test-
ing, with consideration being given to conveying the water fog into
the fire by forced air instead of relying solely on the generated
drafts.

e. The expendable aluminized paper fire-fighter's en-em-
ble can be used without prior instruction by field troops for pro-
tection against the thermal radiation of large fires. Further troop
tests in work situations are indicated. Future ensembles should i-
corporate a stronger base material with high wet strength.
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METEOROLOGICAL SLWMY FOR MASS -FIRE CONTROL TEST
SPONSORED BY U. 8. ARMY ENGINEERS

RESEARCH AND D LOPMENT LABRNTURIES
October 1957

1. General

Meteorological observations were taken to measure the ef-
fect of a burning crib upon ambient conditions. The crib consisted
ol logs which were stacked about 10 feet high over an area 25 by 160
feet. This test was conducted in a narrow valley within the Shasta-
Redding National Forest at 40 50.5' north latitude and 1221 49o6
west longitude. The valley is formed by the Stuart Fork of the
Trinity River and is oriented along an east-west line. At the test
site the floor of the valley is 2,160 feet above sea level sad rises
to 3,000 feet one mile south and 1 miles north. The valley floor
is comparatively free from trees for a width of one-half mile and it
narrows gradually to the west.

2. Tent Site

The Test Crib Nr 4 was designated for Instrumentation as a
control site. Meteorological instruments were oriented along a limo
perpendicular from the midpoint and extending in an east and vest
direction. A schematic drawing of the instrumntation is shovn In
Figure 1. The fire at Crib Nr 4 was started at 1640 on 1. October
1957.

3. Reliability of the Data

a, The enclosed meteorological data are considered to be
of good quality; however, they have limitations. To assist in us,-
ing these data most effectively, a brief outltne of these limdta-
tioae is listed below, Possible sources of error which impose lmai-
tations on the use of these data may be divided into three: groups;
namely, instrumental error, data reductions and processing error,
and non-representativenees of data due to overall instrnmentation.

b.. ?v,+nemn rre,*' nntcwlnn Ittn t.hsne daita tin con-

sidered to be small. Both the instruments and techniques used to
collect these data were the best currently available.

c. Error entering through the reduction and processing
of the data (reading autographic charts, computing upper winds from
raw data, etc) is considered significant. The numerical values of
accuracy listed below are approximate and will give the user an idea:
of the relative precision of the data:



(1) flygro the rgraph and. the rniograk datea

(a) Time ±t.10 minutes.

(b) Teperature within 20 F.

(c) Relative humidity within 5%.

(2) Beckman and Whitley wind data (surface wind)

(a) Speed within 1 mile per hour.

(b) Direction within 5 derees.

(3) Double theodolite data (Upper winds).

(a) Balloon height within 2%.

(b) Wind speed within I mile per hour.

(c) Wind direction within 5 degrees.

d. The instrumentation of the project was good and data
tharefrom are sufficient to give an idea of the state of the atmos-
phere around the fire . However, the complete micro-structure of the
atmosphere is not seen by examination ofte enclosed data. A very
dense three-dimnsional aetwork of sensing elements would be neces-
sary to obtain the data necessary for such a detailed measurement of
conditions.

4. Observational Data

s. Temperature and Humidity

(1) An effort was made to measure the ambient free-
aLr temzurature and relative humidity by Instzments shielded from
the influence of radiant heat. Bendtx-Friez Model 594 hygrothermographe
were installed at Stations W-1, W-3, E- and E-3. At Stations W-2 and
3-2 thermographe ML-77 were installed. These instruments were in-
stalled in instrument shelters ML-41-B whose floors were four feet
above the ground. The doors of the shelters on the west side of the
crib opened to the south and the d&rs of the shelters on the east
cidc upencd to the north, thus prmlitting -. co~n orientation of aIi
nansing elewnte toward the fire. The relative humidity tensor wa5 a
hair element with periodic calibration checks zmade by a mercury-in-
glaa psychroater L-24. Vhe temperature element was a Bourdon tube
with calibration checks made by maximum thermometer L-4 and minim=
the-nsmeter KL-5 perniaently insU#led Ii'.ide the mrhejitec ,
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(2) Dat.i from these instruments are presented in
Figures 2 and 3 as enlargements of the basic autographic traces from
1600 to 1900 FST. Owing to the westerly winds the trace at Station
W-1 showed only a minor increase in temperature at the maximum in-
tensity of the fire whereas no corresp onding changes wre noted at
Stations W-2 and W-3. Tha greatest influence on ambient temperature
was recorded at Station E-1 where the temperature increase was over
ten degrees higher than surrounding stations. Minor fluctuations of
a few degrees were recorded at Station E-2 and no change in ambient
temperature was noted at Station E-3. The relative humidity at Sta-
tions W-1, W-2, and E-3 behaved in a manner typical of' normal condi-
tions whereas the relative humidity at Statlon E-1 wae lnff!irenced
generally inversely to the temperature and A value was recorded
roughly 45% lower than the other stations.

b. Surface Wind Speed and Direction

(1) The speed and direction of the wind near tne
ground were measured at all stations by the sensitive Wind Speed and
Direction Recording System, Beckman and Whitley Mode. K100A whose
sensors were positioned five feet above the ground and sufficiently
removed from the instrument shelter to minimize local effects. Due
to the positioning of these instrumnts, it is felt Lhat the data
contain no bias as a result of the eddies caused by the instrument
shelter, but Station E-1 was ipparently influenced by the proximity
of the crib. The data were continuously recorded by Esterline Angus
recorders having a paper feed of twelve inches per hour. Data were
summarized from 1610 to 1830 PST by computing average speed and di-
rection in five-minute increments and the deviation (range) from
each five-mnL e peiod. Tabular forms of this data are presented
in Tables 1 and 2. These averages are presented in graphical form
in Figures 4 and 5. The averages are indicated by vectorial arrows
positioned to show .the direction in which the wind Is moving and
whose length denotes the speed. Each small square of the graph
equals one mile per hOr, Arrows shown in dashed lines Indicate
that data which were estimated. By the time the fire was tarted
the test area was ander the influence of a gravity type wind caused
by cool air flowing down from the mountain slopes. This gravity
wind reached its maximum around 1715 hours and diminished gradually
+-henrn t-Cr. "l. 4-l ...... o...f Us wid affeuted the wind direction
on both sides. In fact the flames and smoke were observed to move
out sharply with the wind and this offset the posaibility of forming
a typical convection type cell with ,orresponding indrafts itrom the
leeward side.

(2) The dominant featur(e from the wind data at this
time was the nearly tLree-fold increase of wind speed on the leeward
side without anb corresponding change in direatlon compared with the
windward side. Imp pf me rv rean, fr ths. - < :bv t
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be the increased volume of air resulting from the expansion caused
1- - a Il.- "..V~rI 1,711A J.' f -- Z 4 M n r-fAgjar th 4-l-

feature of the fire ard quickly reduce to embers. The resulting
bed of live coals continued to give )ff significant amountc of heat
beyond 1800 hours. Therefore by 1750 the gravity type wind had
slowed down sufficiently to permit the induction of a convective
type cell over the bed of coals and thereafter the wind recorded on
the east side of the fire began to flow into the fire and oppose the
natural circulntion on the west side, Thus it was shown that for
the period of record the wind on the west side veered clockwise
about h5 as the wind peed decreased. This is consistent with what
wo'. , nrlually be expected as the frictional component (resAultig
from the surface) decreased. At the same time the wind on the east
side backed counter-clockwise about 900 showing the increasing ef-
fect of the fire with time.

c. Upper Air Wind Speed and Direction

(i) Measurements of the wind speed and direction
above and adjacent to the fire were taken using the double theodo-
lite technique. This procedure best establishes an excellent three-
coordinate position of the balloon. Two double theodolite systems
were employed using base lines of approximately 300 yards oriented
north-south with each baseline about 150 yards to the east and west
of the fire. Renote simultaneous releases were made from corres-
ponding Stations 1, 2, and 3 on each side of the fire. The ascen-
sion rate of the balloons was approximately 150 yards per minute and
readings were taken on the position of the balloons at 20-second in-
tervals, Fiures 6 thru 21 e'e plots of the viud speed and direc-
tion as a function of height from 1547 through 1737 hours. Addi-
tional plot shows the height of the balloon me a function of time.
From the 20-second readings the mean wind speed and direction were
co puted for eaah horizontal stratum traversed by the balloon in
that interval and therefore it has been plotted for the midpoint of
the corresponding stratum.

(2) Figures 22 thru 30 depict the horizontal posi-
tion of the balloon at 20-second intervals with respect to the crib.
Although these Figurcs show that the ballor- released from the west
stations in nearly every case passed over the fire at a height of
less than 50 yards there waz less influence on its ascesional rate
than the balloons released on the east side. This observation and
the gxi-atex ii-v- bhowCu 4W the lower leveli6 fIem t,ha b l!Qil re-
leased on the east eide infer the slope of the heated air with re-
spect to the ground and ruggest that for the mst part the balloons
released. from the west side were in an environment unaffected by the
fire.

1k
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d. General Weather

(1) The weather for northern California for a period
of vewral wetks prior to the test was chsracterzed by a scrica of
low pressuie areas moving in from the west with attending abundant
rainfall. The normal weather pattern for the month of October Is
characterized by large percentage of sunshine and about five days
having a rainfall of a hundredth of an inch or more. The departure
from normal conditions experienced prior to the test has a probable
occurrence of about once per 80 years and considerable publicity at-
tended this unusual weather in press and radio releases. The fre-
quent occurrence of rain and the nearly continuous cloud cover re-
sulted in the maximum saturation of exposed timber and the ground
with virtually no opportunity for tutervening drying periods.

(2) Crib Nr 3 was ignited on 9 October 1957 at 1527
PST. The sky was overcast with low clouds and there were patches uf
fog on the floor of the valley, There was very light raiz fa.Uing
at the time and it contined intermittently for the rest of the
afternoon. The wind above the valley was- moderate from the south,
but at the test site thn wind was variable in direction and light
in speed as a result of large scale eddy motions set up below ths
cre t of the ridges.

f3) Crib Nr 1 was burned on 11 October in mid-
morning. Crib Nr 2 was burned in the early aftemoon and Crib Nr 4
was ignited at 1640 of the same day. The llth of October was charac-
terized by a break in the previous foul weather regime and the over-
cast began dissiating aro-und 0900 rnd rapidly cleared with the ex-
ception of a few distant cumulus type cloud ,. The wind speed at the
test are wa s very light until about 1600. The fire from Crib Nr 2
apparently Aet up a nearly ideal convective type circulation and
caused the formation of a cumulus cloud about 4,000 feet over the
fire. The cloud persisted for over li hor. By 1630 the coaling of
the air near the surface caused by the low angle of the atui cmuded a
gravity type wind in the -.st area. Figures 6'thru 21 aow that the
gravity type wind remained comparatively shallow (maximum depth about

0oo yards). The clear sky and light winds after sunset caused rapid

An
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